
MALE SIBERIAN HUSKY

HALF MOON BAY, CA, 94019

 

Phone: None 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Adoptable Dog Blizz: Yes He is a Husky - No We Dont Adopt 

Out Foxes\n\nPACC is thrilled to introduce Blizz, short for 

Blizzard! At ~2.5 yrs old, neutered, medium (59 lbs), 

vaxed, microchipped, healthy and housetrained, this guy 

tempts even the most hard core non-dog folks. This might 

be because of his fox-like qualities - quick, cunning, 

pounces on flying leaves, insects, beach foam and the like, 

and sleeps with his tail wrapped around him. His signature 

crossed paws look is also incredibly endearing (we cant 

take credit for it, hes a natural paw crosser). His nickname 

of wolfie, should really be foxy, but too late now!\n\nPACC 

is looking for an experienced and active adopter/family for 

whom Blizz wouldnt be your first big active dog. He can 

sniff out a newbie from a mile away and transparently 

speaking will take full advantage of unclear boundaries 

(those treats in your pocket are obviously mine!). He is 

also what we call "vocal". So when newbies hear "I want to 

eat you" what Blizz is actually saying is "Nice to meet 

you!". Hence folks who are fluent in dog are encouraged to 

apply. Generally speaking, huskies need ample exercise to 

be their best selves, and Blizz is no exception. He can 

couch potato like the best of them, but ONLY AFTER 

exercise - so all you active, nature loving, out-doorsy types 

were looking at you! His battery also recharges quicker 

than a lot of dogs, so morning and evening exercise bring 

out his best sides.\n\nBlizz is great with dogs and thrives in 

the company of other dogs who like to romp, thus PACCs 

preference is to place him in a family with another playful 

dog(s). He also LOVES to meet people and wow them with 

his "sit for a treat" skills, but he isnt appreciative of 

overzealous touching and petting before he gets to know 

you. Some of you might relate - you know, those people 

who cant resist hugging you when they barely know you?! 

If youre an instant hugger, Blizz is not your boy! Because 

of this, non-adults in the house should be in their teens, 

patient on the petting front, and comfortable around fast 

moving, pouncing, medium to large dogs, or foxes.

\n\nEveryone who has met Blizz has appreciated his 

beauty and uniqueness. Hes developed quite the fan club 

out on the coastal trail, so if you adopt this guy, prepare to 

manage his IG following. He makes a FANTASTIC walking, 

hiking, napping, playing companion so those who love 

those activities would have a blast with this guy. If Blizz 

sounds like a good fit with your situation, complete the 

PACC application below and well be in touch!\n\nPACC 

Adoption Application: https://forms.gle/

MyTvRumT72VKjSmFA\n\nhttps://

www.partnersinanimalcare.com/adopt\n\nhttps://

www.facebook.com/partnersinanimalcareandcompassion/
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